Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is rather rare malignancy in North America and Europe, but it occurs in much higher frequency in the Far East, Middle East and North Africa. It could be considered endemic in these most/all areas/countries. Many etiological factors contribute to this distribution, including genetic, viral, cultural, etc. Migrants from these high endemic areas into other countries, the high incidence of NPC may continue through the third generation.

Patients usually present with high stage disease, locally and with regional lymph nodes involvement and the incidence of systemic metastasis are usually higher than other head and neck cancer sites.

NPC is highly sensitive to radiotherapy (RT) and chemotherapy (CT), but the five years cure rate and/or survival was low.

Before 1975 patients with stages III and IV nasopharyngeal cancers where treated with total radiotherapy (RT). In spite of good initial response to the total RT alone, the overall 5 years survival was less than 40%. Many of these surviving patients had recurrent or systemic disease.

The introduction of platinol (Cisplatin) about the mid 1970 in patients with responsive testicular cancer, let to the evaluation of this agent in patients with NPC. Cisplatin combined with RT, Pre, concurrent or post, improved the five year survival in these patients to about 50-55% [1-6].

The combination of 5 fluorouracil and platinol (PF), are very synergetic in these patients with head and neck cancers and especially NPC. PF was evaluated in recurrent disease, and later in previously untreated patients. Only two courses of PF where used followed by surgery and/or RT[1,2].

Three courses of PF followed by total RT in these patients with stages III and IV NPC produced overall five year survival about 75% [5,6].

The intergroup study was carried on comparing total RT only to Cisplatin concurrent with RT followed by three cycles of PF in the combined arm proved the superiority of the combined arm, and became the standard of care[7-16].

In spite the huge improvement of survival in these patients with locally advanced NPC, it was rather toxic, and not all patients completed their designed total treatment.

Taxol/Taxotere was found to be effective and active in patients with advanced head and neck cancers, including those with NPC disease.

So, the combination of: Taxotere, Platinol, and 5FU 120 hour infusion, where tested in these patients with H&N cancers by investigators from few and selected institutions. This combination was doable, with expected toxicities and very active in these limited patients[8,17,20].

This lead to the Intergroup trial comparing the standard PF to the new TPF in patients with stages III and IV locally advanced H&N patients, followed by concurrent Carboplatin with total RT in both arms[16-19].

The three agents combination arm where highly superior to the two agent standard PF, and so become the standard of care.

Unfortunately, the TPF arm was very toxic, led to delay of the CT therapy, and modification of the dosage of certain agents.

Some of these side effects where serious (hematologic, nausea and vomiting, stomatitis, fluid imbalance, renal, etc.) and others where permanent (hearing loss, peripheral neuropathy).

This led us to modify the active and the new standard TPF.

This very active and successful modification, led to up to 99% completely their total treatment, and more important their induction CT treatment and followed by the total CT+RT therapy[20].

We kept the agent Taxotere and dose of 75mg/m² on day one and every three weeks for three courses.

We changed the platinol, to Carboplatin AUC 5.0 IV on day one, and every three weeks for three courses.
And we gave the 5FU as 2,600mg/m² for 24 hours continuous infusion on days 1, 8, and 15.

Additional supportive medication(s) are given as needed.

All patients tolerated and completed their three courses. More important, mark reduction or abolition of acute, subacute and delayed side effects.

These side effects of: stomatitis/mucositis, nausea and vomiting, fluid and electrolytes imbalance, renal, hearing, and peripheral neuropathy.

As important, the complete response rate to the three courses of this safe and effective combination chemotherapy was up in the high 90%.

We modified the concurrent chemotherapy given concurrent with radiotherapy, by giving Carboplatin AUC of 1.5 on the first day of RT, and then weekly during RT and for addition of 2-3 weeks after the RT was done. The reason for the additional Carboplatin was because the biological effects of RT where still on in the same period of time [20].

By using Carboplatin, and on weekly schedule, we reduced if not eliminated all possible side effects of platinitol, especially the nausea and vomiting, renal, hearing and peripheral neuropathy. Patients lost minimum weight, and did not need hospitalization for further hydration or forced gastric tube feeding.

This total therapy produced 100% complete response and cure at five years.

With much improved and maintenances of organs function and quality of life.

In short, the total treatment of patients with locally and advanced NPC have evolved the last fifty years. We improved the local control; we eliminated the possibility of systemic involvement and the future recurrence. This resulted in the best survival possible for these patients with stages III and IV disease.

As important we improved the quality of life, and reduced minimized the side effects of the agents used, and eliminated any subacute or delayed side effects. We reduced if not totally eliminated the need for hospitalization to support and maintain all body function.

In addition, the progress and huge success have been used with other epidermoid carcinomas of the different sites of the head and neck, with exact success and total results.
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